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In this multipart series, we will explore the rules of exponents, the shortcuts, and how to use these
rules to tackle complex, ”gibberish” problems. This is Part 2: Roots.

Goal.

By the end of this series of articles, we will be able to tackle this gibberish question. Just keep it in mind.

Simplify:

3x9


72x18y9

4x5y7
√
50x21z7

1 Rules of exponents: Roots

What exactly is a square root? A cube root? An nth root? What do we do when we take the root of a given
number or variable? Let’s start with a definition.

Definition 1. The nth root of a number

The nth root of a number is the inverse of raising a number to the nth power.
Taking the nth root of a number is the opposite operation of raising something to the nth power.
Taking a root is the inverse of exponentiation.

When we seek a square root, such as,
√
36, we are asking, what number, multiplied by itself, will give us 36? When

we seek a cube root, such as 3
√
27, we are asking, what number, when multiplied by itself three times, will give us

27? By extension, when we seek an nth root of any number, x, we are asking, what number, multiplied by itself n
times, equals x?

1.1 The functional inverse

1.1.1 It feels weird, at first, doesn’t it?

We want to try, in earnest, to calculate these square, cube, and nth roots, but, somehow, it seems to be impossible,
especially when asked to calculate roots like a square roots of things that are not perfect squares:

√
17,

√
120,√

700,
√
5. Same for cube roots of things that are not perfect cubes as well as nth roots of things that are not

perfect powers of n. What do we do? Do we keep dividing, starting with some random number? How do we
choose that initial number? Some other thing? What is the sequence of inverse operations that we apply here?
How is

√
2 = 1.414213...? The calculator seems to be able to come up with these roots just fine. What do we do
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to mimic? Our tools are limited to adding/subtracting and multiplying/dividing, when we are first introduced to
these ideas.

Well, your intuition is correct. There really isn’t a way to apply basic operations, in a sequence, to calculate roots.

But the question still remains: how do we take roots? The answer partially lies in functional inverses.

1.1.2 You already know about one kind of inverse

Subtracting is the inverse of adding. Adding is the inverse of subtracting. Dividing is the inverse of multiplying.
Multiplying is the inverse of dividing. We employ these techniques when working on equations of all types, and it’s

also easy to remember. Some readers might also be familiar with the idea that
1

3
is sometimes called the inverse1

of 3, and 3 the inverse of
1

3
.

Turns out, there is more than one type of inverse. :)

The inverse you already know about is the arithmetic2 inverse . That is, we do one of the 4 basic arithmetic
operations (adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, using opposite operations) when dealing with algebraic
expressions.

1.2 Discussion: The functional inverse

Definition 2.

The functional inverse of a function or calculation is computed using a graph or table of values or
some other means, where, we use all results/outputs of a function to determine their inputs/starting
values.

1.2.1 OK. So, there is a list somewhere?

Yes, there kind of is. Before computers, there were big books filled with these things. Today, your calculator
is filled with them. Now there are certainly an infinite number of tables of infinite numbers of nth roots, but
techniques from Calculus and Number Theory cut down on these infinities. Later in your math career, you will
likely encounter these things, fine-tuned to deliver really really great estimates within a very fine grain of allowable
error (near zero, actually).

When working with my students, I regularly find myself remembering all the perfect squares of 0 to 25, maybe.
A bit spotty. For perfect cubes, my mental list is even more sparse. I’d make a terrible calculator.

1.2.2 Functional inverses with graphs

Check out this Desmos workbook, with graphs of y = x3 and y = 3
√
x:

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/j1sptrpmzr.

x3 and 3
√
x are inverses: functional inverses. So, on the red curve, examine the highlighted point, (1.1, 1.331).

Now, on the blue curve, examine the highlighted point, (1.331, 1.1). This is exactly how functional inverses work:
just swap the coordinates. If we had a table of values, we would just swap the x and y columns. Same thing.

1short for multiplicative inverse
2When the word ”arithmetic” is a used as a noun, its pronunciation is, uh-rith-muh-tik.
When used as an adjective, it is pronounced, ar-ith-met-ik.
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1.2.3 You can create a graph of a functional inverse for anything

The steps are simple:

• Draw the initial graph.

• Take the (x, y) coordinates on your graph and swap their values, creating (y, x) points. That is, the value
of the x-coordinate of the new point becomes the value of the y-coordinate and the y value of the new
coordinate becomes the x value. Example: if we start with (5, 20), the new point (the one on the curve of
the functional inverse) becomes (20, 5).

• Connect the new set of points. The new graph is that of the functional inverse of the graph you started with.

For those readers who have had a geometry class where they covered transformations:

A graph of the functional inverse of any graph can be created by reflecting the original graph over the
line y = x. You can turn on the y = x graph in the Desmos workbook to see that this is indeed what
happens when we switch x and y coordinates. Super interesting!

1.3 Exponentiation and roots are functional inverses

Definition 3.

The functional inverse of any root, n, is exponentiation to that value, n.
The functional inverse of any exponent, n, is the nth root.

2 Algebraic techniques for calculating roots

Sometimes, we are unable to draw the graph of a function and its inverse. And, so what? We have a graph. How
do we estimate, with certainty, what the value of a root is, especially if it is between the (nicer) points that we
graphed on our inverse graphy? Sometimes we are unable to use a calculator. What then?

2.1 The exact value of a root

I mentioned above that what the calculator does is make very good approximations for roots of things that are
not perfect powers.

√
2 is a great example.

√
2 is irrational, that is, it cannot be represented as a ratio, nor does

it have a predictable pattern of digits. π is like this, too. So, when we seek the exact value of something like
√
2

is, or what π is, we simply state
√
2 and π, respectively.

2.2 Simplest radical form

This is directly analogous to reducing fractions so that they are in their simplest - reduced - form. Recall that
reducing a fraction is about dividing numerator and denominator over and over until they share no common
factors. We do this with radicals, as well.
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2.2.1 Factoring under the radical

The following is a rule that us useful when calculating roots:

n
√
a · b = n

√
a · n

√
b (1)

That is, we can break apart any radical expression into two or more factors. In addition, we can read this rule
backwards; we can condense any expression involving multiple radicals under one. The rules of like terms apply
here. Like terms for radicals means that the root we’re taking is the same: for any multiple nth roots in an
expression, the n has to be the same. Examples:

√
x3 =

√
x · x · x (expand)

=
√
x · x ·

√
x (break up, using (1))

=
√
x2 ·

√
x (condense, using (1))

= x ·
√
x (use functional inverse, square and square root cancel)

√
x3 = x

√
x (simplify)

3
√
x7 = 3

√
x · x · x · x · x · x · x (expand)

= 3
√
x · x · x · 3

√
x · x · x · 3

√
x (break up, using (1))

=
3
√
x3 · 3

√
x3 · 3

√
x (condense, using (1))

= x · x · 3
√
x (use functional inverse, cube and cube root cancel)

= x2 · 3
√
x (simplify)

2.3 The quotient-remainder method for taking roots

How do we deal with powers under a radical or numbers under a radical? There is an easy method. Have a look
at the examples in the previous section. This, plus functional inverses, is the basis of this method.

There is a pattern here, and the shortcut is based on this pattern. Might be tough to see at first, but check out
how we grouped x’s under the radical: it’s based on the root that we’re taking: groups of 2 for square root (2nd

root), groups of 3 for cube root (3rd root). The pattern is that we would group x’s in groups of n under the radical
for nth roots. Groups of 5 for 5th roots, groups of 6 for 6th roots, ..., groups of 97 for 97th roots, etc. And whatever
doesn’t group into a full n for nth roots, we simply leave under the radical.

Stated another way, if we divide the exponent under the radical by n, we can take out a variable to the quotient
(sometimes called the whole number part) power outside the radical and leave the variable to the remainder
(sometimes called the fraction part) power under. For

√
x7, 7 ÷ 2 = 3, r1, so x3 is outside the radical, and x1

remains under. Same for
3
√
x7 - give it a try.

Working with variables is actually not too bad. But since any variable really represents a number, how do we do
it with numbers?

2.4 The quotient-remainder method & prime factorization

Factoring a number into its prime numbers is something you’ve likely done at some point in your math career.
We should rephrase some of it so that it helps us with taking roots. It will make life easy.

Example: What is
√
700? Let’s start with the prime factors of 700:

700 = 2 · 2 · 5 · 5 · 7
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Or:
700 = 22 · 52 · 7

So:

√
700 =

√
2 · 2 · 5 · 5 · 7

=
√
22 · 52 · 7 (write as powers, so we can use quotient-remainder)

=
√
22 ·

√
52 ·

√
7 (break up)

= 2 · 5 ·
√
7 (apply functional inverse)

= 10 ·
√
7 (simplify: simplest radical form!)

Example: what is 3
√
540?

Prime factors of 540:
540 = 33 · 22 · 5

So:

3
√
540 =

3
√
33 · 22 · 5 (write as powers, so we can use quotient-remainder method)

=
3
√
33 · 3

√
22 · 3

√
5 (break up)

= 3 · 3
√
22 · 3

√
5 (simplify, using functional inverse; note only one term can be simplified)

= 3
3
√
22 · 5 (recombine under the radical)

= 3
3
√
20 (simplify)

Done. For now.

Up next, Part 3: Slightly more advanced methods

Please check back for our next segment!
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Reporting errors and giving feedback

I am so pleased that you have downloaded this study guide and have considered the techniques herein. To that
end, I am the only writer and the only editor of these things, so if you find an error in the text or calculations,
please email me and tell me about it! I am committed to prompt changes when something is inaccurate. I also
really appreciate it when someone takes a moment to tell me how I’m doing with these sorts of things, so please
do so, if you feel inclined.

My email address is: phil.petrocelli@gmail.com.

Please visit https://mymathteacheristerrible.com for other study guides. Please tell others about it.

Please donate

I write these study guides with interest in good outcomes for math students and to be a part of the solution. If
you would consider donating a few dollars to me so that these can remain free to everyone who wants them, please
visit my PayPal and pay what you feel this is worth to you. Every little bit helps.

My PayPal URL is: https://paypal.me/philpetrocelli.

Thank you so much.
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